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About This Game

A surreal, point and click adventure game, The Rivers of Alice: Extended Version is a journey of self-discovery and
enlightenment where the player will need to help Alice confront the fears of her everyday life like: sloth, envy, and dishonesty

that manifest themselves in the form of mysterious characters and puzzles.

A gentle game, The Rivers of Alice: Extended Version will see gamers enjoy experiencing the beautiful watercolor, ink and
pencil-drawn images of Ane Pikaza, as well feeling the emotion of the beautiful soundtrack (composed expressly for it by

Spanish, indie-rock group, vetusta morla) wash over them.

The graphic adventure includes 10 characters and 20 puzzles on 15 screens, with 11 sound environments and 13 exclusive
compositions by vetusta morla. 700 main character animations, 177 conversations and 717 objects and characters in more than

1500 art-filled illustrations bring Alice's weird and wonderful universe to life.
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Features

Challenging Puzzles Await – Use your wits and converse with a mysterious cast of characters to find out what lies deep
within Alice's subconscious. Venture on a journey of self-discovery and enlightenment as you help Alice confront the
fears of her everyday life like sloth, envy, and dishonesty.

Vibrant Soundtrack – From the gentle guitar giving way to the opening scene, to the dreamy piano compositions
throughout the game, vetusta morla's 13 exclusive tracks fill every area of the game with intense emotion.

Artfully crafted adventure – 700 main character animations, 177 conversations and 717 objects and characters in more
than 1500 art-filled illustrations bring Alice's universe to life in this surreal, point and click adventure game.
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Title: The Rivers of Alice - Extended Version
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Delirium Studios, pequeño salto mortal
Publisher:
Merge Games, Tagstar Games, Delirium Studios
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese
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Beautiful art and some challenging puzzles. This game is not for all people, just for those that enjoy point and click adventures,
puzzle games and "indie" art.

* Pros:
- Calm game to let you think.
- Nice art work.
- Surrealist universe.

* Cons:
- Good music, but sometimes it is too repetitive. I miss an option to mute inside the game.
- Music puzzles are hard for normal people. If you are not musician, it is difficult to identify the sounds. Hopefully, try and
error works well without taking a long time.
- The puzzles are linear, so, if you are stuck, you cannot try other puzzles.
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